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Test Test Test Name: FINAL EXAMINATION MODULE 2 Description: SECOND YEAR- ROMANTICISM LITERATURE AND MODERNISM Author: ELBA NOEMI AQUINO(Other tests of the same author)Creation date: 08/05/2020 Category: Other number of questions: 20 TESTS NO COMMENTS No comments. Subject: What does the symbol of Mary
represent? All the virtues of the literature of romanticism, goodness, innocence, solidarity, sacrifice, love and chastity. The room was quite big and comfortable. The protagonist was hurt. A different narrative. Select an option in which the word selected in parentheses plays the pronun function. So, he said, when he entered his grandmother's house (thus) the
path was opened by them (way) It is true that I am your daughter-in-law (your) This I am telling you pure truth. Select an option in which the syntax in parentheses functions as an adjective. They went to leave a load in the corner of the house (to the corner of the house) The only corn killer was there. (the only corn killer) The old lady hastily returned (she
hastily returned) Ai sinner, you broke me up! (unhappy of mine). He points to a word that represents the same phoneme represented by two different grams: The Council. Very boozy. Gerreare. Ramiro.Read below the following passage from Amalia: The night was peaceful, lit by a faint ray of stars and a cool breeze from the south, began to announce
another cold of winter. A simple glare of stars revealed Silver, desert and wildlife like Phanpu; and rumors of his waves, which unfolded without violence and without shock on flat shores, seemed rather the natural breath of that giant of America,.... In this quote, the main subject is a description about . El Plata River. Characters. Landscape. None of the
above. This work is about a little girl (about 15 years old) who dreams of plateauing love, everything has her, material, beautiful and expensive things, but what she needs is love. And he hopes the princess will take the Prince in love. Amalia. Dance margaritas. Vasipungo. Maria.La the most representative work of social realism in America is called: Amalia,
by Jose Mármol. Maria, Jorge Isaacs. The carnage of Esteban Echeverria. Mr. President, Miguel Ángel Asturias.According to the etymology of the expression, curriculum vítae, it means: Summary. Summary of life. Professional history. All of the above is correct. Someone who can sing it. In this expression, the word who is not marked, because it lacks
inquisitive nuances. This is not a direct question. He doesn't have question marks. You have to wear a tilde. In this work, he tells us a young woman who risks being detained for protecting a political fugitive. What does the work of romanticism relate to. Maria. Mrs. Barbara. Amalia. A fugitive. How many different phonemes in a word: a little girl? Five. Three.
Four. Two.Historical and political framework argentina in 1840 served as a framework refers to the militant Jose Mármol in his work: Amalia. Maria. Vasipungo. Margarita Baile.In that this kind of romanticism writer reflects new ideological currents and takes responsibility for establishing national identity. Social romanticism. Sentimental romanticism. Regional
romanticism. Romanticism Nacional.Es idealistic art and literature of perfection, as it allowed an American man to identify with social thought and evoke the natural beauty of the continent. Romanticism. Modernism. Regionalism. Nacionalismo.Es is the highest representative of modernist literature in America. Ruben Dario Miguel Ángel Asturias. Jose Mármol.
Jorge Isaac.Es representative of social regionalist realism in America. Miguel Ángel Asturias. Ruben Dario. Jose Mármol. Jorge Isaac, these are the words that accompany the name and give us information about it. They may be: Subjects (he, the, the; demonstrative (it is, these, those, those, those, those, those); possessions (mine, yours, his); figures
(cardinals: two, three; deceit: the second; perpetual (no one, someone, many); salary and interrogation (what, how many, which are) Defining Omens. Verbo.Es mental image of sound. Phoneme. Monema. Morpheme. Lexema.Es a document that allows you to better understand the candidate for the interview. Resume. Report. Letter of application for work.
Resume. Send it by mail. The word man is marked because, by joining in two words, it becomes: Sharp. It's sdruzhula. Thief. Serious. Test test name: Module 2 Description: Language towards men with the world Author: ADY(Other tests by the same author)Creation date: 09/03/2019 Category: Other questions or not: 15 MAKE TEST Recent comments No
comment on this test. Topic: What is storytelling? A written record of human societies and how historians tried to study it. Explanation of the main reasons that motivated in various historical facts science, which allows you to know how humanity evolved from different perspectives. From concepts about reality. what is the difference between realism and
idealism? writes truth or falsehood as appropriate A) Realism suggests that the subject produces knowledge and the world of objects and idealism that objects exist regardless of consciousness or B) Realism supports the existence of positive facts as opposed to the imagination of idealism. . A) Realism is about establishing all the evidence of consciousness
and (reflection), idealism calls it more outer (objects) D)realism believes that the perception of facts depends on sensory organs and idealism emphasizes that being or reality itself is determined by science. V,V,F,F,F,V,V,V,F,F.What is the philosophy that Marx creates and develops engels, which allows you to explain what the social and natural world is?
Historical materialism. Dialectical materialism. Utopian socialism. What is the current of thought that suggests that spirit or consciousness is most important to understand the key to the history of society and humanity? The functionalism of Positivism Idealism.Capitalism thrives strongly in the second half of the XLX century and its fundamental feature is that
its industrial relations are based on the la_______ Exploitation of the rural sector Transporting the rural sector Owning private property. What phenomenon of capitalism caused by the expropriation of means of production, which in turn gave rise to a large number of displaced and unemployed workers? Emigration from countryside to the city. On human
exploitation by man. Social division of work and production.Finish the following text with the right words to explain the dialectical conception of history. Carlos Marks has shown that capitalist society is dominated by those who control ____ and reap the benefits of the work of others. This leads to entre___, which leads a___ sooner or later, to a social
revolution. The media - social classes - struggle for power. Means of production - political parties - power struggle. Political power - social classes - power struggle.I completed the appropriate spaces: According to Luis Viloro, history was one of the most widely used ___ forms to justify ___, beliefs and goals ___ that represent ___ groups, classes, nationals
and empires. Ideologies - invasion - national - division. Cultural - invasion - regional - separation. Cultural - institutions - community - cohesion. The textbook presents the following statement: socially and anthropologically throughout human history, there is a constant from which the distribution of goods and means of their production takes place, regardless of
whether they agree with the current interpretation involved in this statement, which should be given to this expression. , is what this constant is: Mission desire to achieve power. Capital or accumulation of money. conflict or social contradictions. In the book of stories ls fragment: Although the Spanish crown pretended that they gradually became subjects with
equal rights, like six serfs conquerors, they were always considered losers and thanks to racism exists as inferior, so it is not uncommon for all social strata to look for them. in practice, it had fewer rights and benefits than slave-free descendants who agreed with the original model of colonial society, had to occupy the last social stratum. What socially
referenced the colonial era? Blacks from Africa. Indians of America. Krieollos.The idea of illustration and the conservative has no differences, but, in that they agree on a fundamental factor in the development of people? Social institutions. Religion and spirituality. The unsalted traditions of literature. Regardless of the current economic model and the
phenomenon of globalization. what is the international trend that high school reform is advancing? Social mobility. Social classes. Stratification.Fill in the following statement: Within the phenomena, organizations and divisions of society aspect, which refers to the social division by levels or layers of people who stand out for certain types of inequalities
(resources, life opportunities, influence in society, etc.) dedation. Social mobility. Social classes. Stratification.What is the impression of the author used quotes at bibliographic prices? Realize the vision of others and their opposite position. Provoke doubts and reflections on this topic. To have more credibility and maintain your claims, what do you do if they
allow you to read Pedro páramo de juan rulfo novel and when you finish reading it turns out that you have not understood most of the text? Kama Oli. Loli.
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